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Abstract. Fisher Vector (FV) and deep Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) are two popular approaches for extracting effective image representations. FV aggregates local information (e.g., SIFT) and have been
state-of-the-art before the recent success of deep learning approaches.
Recently, combination of FV and CNN has been investigated. However,
only the aggregation of SIFT has been tested. In this work, we propose combining CNN and FV built upon binary local features, called
BMM-FV. The results show that BMM-FV and CNN improve the latter
retrieval performance with less computational effort with respect to the
use of the traditional FV which relies on non-binary features.
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Introduction

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs)[5] have attracted enormous interest within
research community because of the state-of-the-art results achieved in several domains, like image classification, image retrieval, object recognition, and speech
recognition, to cite some. Several works [8, 3, 2] have shown that the outputs
of the intermediate layers of CNN can be effectively used as high-level image
descriptors. These CNN features have topped the already high results achieved
by other image descriptors, such as Fisher Vectors (FV)[7]. FV and CNN features capture different aspects of the image visual content and have different
strengths. For example, CNN features achieve very high effectiveness but have
limited level of rotation invariance. The FV, instead, is robust to rotations but
seems to be more affected to small scale changes than CNN [2].
In order to leverage the positive aspects of both these methods, Chandrasekhar
et al. [2] have proposed a fusion of FV and CNN features. The results shown
that FV can help improving the already high effectiveness of CNN features.
However, the cost of extracting SIFT can be considered too high with respect to
the small increase in the quality of retrieval. ORB binary local features, which
extraction is typically two order of magnitude faster than SIFT [9], have been
used in computer vision whenever high efficiency is needed. In this work, we
tested FV built upon ORB [9] binary local features in conjunction with CNN
feature. Our results show that while FVs of binary local features are less effective
than the ones obtained from SIFT, when used in combination with CNN feature
their effectiveness is comparable. Thus, the proposed combination of CNN and
BMM-FV results in a profitable solution for both efficiency and effectiveness.
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Background on Image Representations

The state-of-the-art image representations are mainly based on the use of local
features, which are mathematical representation of local structure of images. To
date, the most used and cited local feature is the SIFT [6], which led to effectively
find correct matches between images. However, SIFTs extraction is costly due to
local image gradients computation. Recently, the cost for extracting, representing
and comparing local visual descriptors has been dramatically reduced by the
introduction of binary local features, such as ORB[9].
Even if binary local descriptors are more compact and faster than non-binary
ones, each image is still represented by thousands of local descriptors making
it difficult to scale up the search to large digital archives. Encoding techniques,
such as Fisher Vectors (FVs) [7] allow to obtain a more compact image representation. The FV approch transforms an incoming set of local descriptors into a
fixed-size vector representation, that describe how the sample of the descriptors
deviates from a “probabilistic visual vocabulary” which usually is modeled by a
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). In this work we want to encode local binary
descriptors and so we used a Bernoulli Mixture Model (BMM) that describes binary outcomes better than GMM. The resulting image representation is referred
to as BMM-FV.
Recently, a new class of image descriptor built upon Deep Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs)[5] have been used as effective alternative to descriptors built upon local features. In particular, it has been proven that activations
produced by an image within the intermediate layers of the CNN can be used
as a high-level descriptor. To improve retrieval results and balance the lack of
geometrical invariance of CNN, in [2] a fusion of FV and CNN features have
been proposed.
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Experiments

In the follow we evaluate the performance of the combination of BMM-FV and
CNN features for image retrieval tasks.
Experimental Setup. The evaluation was performed on the public INRIA Holidays dataset [4] which is a benchmark for image retrieval. It contains 1, 491
images, 500 of them being used as queries. All the learning stages were performed off-line using the independent Flickr60k dataset [4]. The retrieval performance was measured by the mean average precision (mAP) with the query
image removed from the ranking list.
The ORB descriptors were extracted by using OpenCV1 . The BMM-FVs
were computed on ORB binary features by using our Visual Information Retrieval library, that is publicly available on GitHub2 .
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http://opencv.org/
https://github.com/ffalchi/it.cnr.isti.vir
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Fig. 1. Retrieval performance of the combinations of BMM-FV and HybridNet fc6 for
various number K of Bernoulli mixtures. The BMM-FVs were computed using ORB
binary features. α is the parameter used in the combination: α = 0 corresponds to use
only FV, while α = 1 correspond to use only the HybridNet feature.

The CNN features were computed using the pre-trained HybridNet [1], public
available on the Caffe Model Zoo3 . We used Caffe to extract the output of the
first fully-connected layer (fc6 ). The resulting 4, 096 dimensional descriptors
were L2 normalized.
Combination of FV and CNN Features. We represented each image by a couple
(c, f ), where c and f were respectively the CNN descriptor and the BMM-FV
of the image. Then, we evaluated the distance d between two couples (c1 , f1 )
and (c2 , f2 ) as the convex combination between the L2 distances of the CNN
descriptors and the BMM-FV descriptors, i.e.

d (c1 , f1 ), (c2 , f2 ) = α kc1 − c2 k2 + (1 − α) kf1 − f2 k2
(1)
with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. Choosing α = 0 corresponds to use only FV approach, while
α = 1 correspond to use only CNN features.
Results. In [2] it has been shown that combining the HybridNet fc6 with FV
representation led to obtain a relative improvement of 4.9% mAP respect to
the use of the CNN feature alone. Specifically, they used a FV computed on 64dimensional PCA-reduced SIFTs, using K = 256 mixtures of Gaussians, which
results in a 32, 768 dimensional vector.
In this work we propose to combine the CNN feature with the less expensive
BMM-FV built on ORB binary features. In figure 1 we plot the mAP obtained for
three different number K of Bernoulli mixtures used in the BMM-FV representation, namely K = 32, 64, 128. It is worth noting that all the three BMM-FVs
led to improve the performance when combined with the HybridNet fc6 and that
exists an optimal α to be used in the convex combination (equation (1)). When
using K = 64 the optimal α was obtained around 0.5, which correspond to give
3
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the same importance to both FV and CNN feature. In this case the achieved
mAP was 79.2% which correspond to a relative improvement of 4.9% respect
to the use of the CNN feature alone (whose mAP was 75.5%). The combination
with BMM-FV for K = 128 achieves the best effectiveness (mAP of 79.5%) for
α = 0.4. However, since the cost for computing and storing FV increase with
the number K of Bernoulli, the improvement obtained using K = 128 respect
to that of K = 64 doesn’t worth the extra cost of using a bigger value of K.
Moreover for K = 64 we obtain the same relative improvement of [2] using a less
expensive FV representation that takes advantage from both the use of binary
local features and smaller number K of mixtures.
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Conclusion

The retrieval performance of CNN features is improved when using information
provided by other image representations. In particular, the combination of CNN
and FV features has been proved to be effective. However, state-of-the-art FV is
generally computed using non-binary feature, as SIFT, which extraction is timeconsuming. This paper shows that the more efficient BMM-FV, built upon ORB
features, can be profitable use to this scope. In fact, the relative improvement
in the retrieval performance obtained using the BMM-FV is similar to that
obtained using the more expensive FV built upon SIFT.
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